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Executive Summary: Attribution, the process of correctly assigning value to every marketing 
activity in terms of the revenue it produces, is essential to making success measurable and repeatable. In this 
white paper, you’ll discover how marketing automation software can properly track attribution, get accurate 
data about your traffic sources, and gain insight into the real value each channel contributes to your company’s 
revenue. 

Why Attribution Matters

Attribution has changed dramatically with the rise of digital marketing. In the old world of marketing, when 
marketers only reached their customers via direct mail, telemarketing, and newspaper print ads, analyzing 
the value of each of these channels was a manual and often impossible job. Although marketing has grown 
increasingly complex, testing out which digital marketing channels give you the greatest return on your 
investment is far more accurate and complete in the 21st century. It is the key to making your marketing 
scalable, predictable, reliable, and sustainable.

When you’re capable of tracking all the channels, programs, campaigns, and touch-points your leads use to 
become customers, you fully understand the cost-benefit relationships of everything you do. 

In B2B marketing, the buying journey is complex. How prospects arrive at a buying decision is a process and 
typically not a spontaneous, choice. Leads typically have a need and then actively search for the solution 
through Google, crowd-sourced review sites, and articles. Sometimes, they might not realize that they need 
what you sell until they see an ad for it, receive a direct mail piece, or an email promotion. Attribution tracks 
every successful interaction that resulted in the lead becoming a customer. 

Here’s what it means to your bottom line when attribution follows prospects through their whole journey, not 
just one step.

 � You’re better able to plan your budget across multiple channels. Knowing your ROI on each aspect
      of your marketing strategy lets your marketing team allocate resources where they matter most.

 � You learn how digital channels interact to form a whole that’s greater than the sum of its parts. When
  your marketing discovers what combination of channel generated your best customers, and the true
  costs associated with each, you can improve your effectiveness by applying the right leverage to these
  key areas identified by your attribution tools.

 � You gain more insight into your audience. You already know it’s critical to build a strong, detailed
  customer profile to expand your market reach and enjoy higher retention rates. Attribution plays an 
 important role in giving you a better, more accurate picture of your audience data.

 � Your prospects and customers typically come to know you through multiple channels, and with proper 
 attribution, you find out what those channels are and how you can optimize them.
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Attribution Marketing Theory

When prospects reach your landing pages, you can readily check their previous stop. Knowing the last source 
is important, but it doesn’t tell the whole story. That last-click credit could be attributing greater success to a 
particular marketing channel while underestimating the value of a previous campaign that’s at an earlier point 
in the attribution chain.

Attribution marketing quantifies value and assigns weight not only to single-source information such as last-
click data but to the steps that led to that point. For example, single-source attribution tells you that you 
acquired a prospect from your PPC campaign. More sophisticated attribution models drill deeper into all the 
channels that influenced that prospect:  

 Î Was this lead a newsletter subscriber? 
 Î Did he or she previously download a white paper?
 Î Did the prospect attend a tradeshow?
 Î Was this professional an attendee for a webinar or seminar?

Having hard data and accurate analytics make sophisticated attribution models valuable as predictive tools. 
It’s useful to get a glimpse of how the theory of attribution gets put into practice to produce real-world results. 
Models fall into two primary groups, single-source and multi-source attribution. 

Both single and multi-touch models have their advantages, and they work best in tandem to give you the most 
complete attribution picture.

Single Touch Attribution

You’re probably already familiar with these simple models. They randomly assign all the weight to one part 
of the attribution chain. The most common attribution tools, including traffic counts and source listings in your 
on-site analytics, give full attribution credit to the last site a prospect visited. 

 � First Touch Attribution: First touch attribution (FTA) has great value. FTA tracks leads from all of your 
marketing channels and reports on how new qualified leads were first produced along with the revenue 
they produce and their associated marketing costs. This model gives all the weight to the campaign and 
channel from which the lead was first added to the database. 

FTA is a popular model because if not for the channel or campaign that created the success, you would not 
have generated a new customer. These analytics are also useful for spotting problem areas. You should 
have metrics established that alert you if traffic falls precipitously from a once productive channel.  An 
incorrect link, misplaced banner ad, a drop in keyword rank, or email that didn’t reach its target audience 
is easy to find at a glance when you look at a single-source attribution report that pinpoints problems 
immediately.
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 � Last Touch Attribution: The value of last touch attribution, or LTA, is its immediacy. It’s an effective 
snapshot of what your lead was doing right before making a buying decision, and that gives you insight into 
key motivators among leads who are already close to making buying decisions.

LTA has particular value with mobile tracking. Many mobile networks don’t record impressions and instead 
track only clicks. Last-touch models therefore give you the best way of comparing success rates across 
campaigns. With this quick and simple attribution model, you’re able to compare apples to apples in 
successive campaigns, so LTA becomes more effective the longer you use it.

Multi-Touch Attribution  

A more sophisticated way to distribute revenue attribution is to apply a multi-touch model. As these models 
give credit to the multiple channels used to affect the decision to buy, they have great analytic value. Multi-
touch attribution is made possible by marketing automation systems that are capable of tracking leads from 
first touch to the time they become a customer. These systems assign fractional weight to successful touch 
points in the attribution chain and create a more detailed picture of how your prospects are converted into 
customers. 

Some multi-touch models assign equal value to every successful interaction on the attribution ladder, while 
others give more weight at certain steps. The single most important element of a successful multi-touch 
attribution models is the ability to define the terms of each success. A success is reached when prospects 
take actions that show they’re engaged with your company.

For example, although opening an email may show enough interest to add to their behavior score, it takes 
a click-through to show engagement. Therefore, only emails that have received clicks have shown the 
success necessary to get multi-touch attribution. Different channels can have different definitions of success. 
A customer signed up for a webinar must have attended, and a customer attending a tradeshow must have 
engaged with your sales team at your booth in order to qualify as a successful result, for instance. 

The Mechanics of Attribution 

The concepts and math behind attribution models are fairly simple. But the mechanics of retaining clear, 
concise, and accurate data for attribution is where your marketing automation software really shines. Whether 
your data comes from your CRM or your marketing automation system, the attribution still depends on your 
marketing channel and your campaign approach. 
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These are the data sources your marketing automation system typically uses to build detailed source attribution: 

 � CRM – Synced lead from the CRM. This category includes all sales-captured leads.

 � Email Cookies – Tracking cookies embedded in emails feed a wealth of information back to your marketing 
automation system. This method is key to tracking anonymous visitor activity so you can start tracking 
behavior even before a lead registers, provides an email address or logs into your system.

 � Site Tracking Cookies  – Like cookies attached to email, JavaScript and site tracking cookies can trace 
how users interact with your site, including recording data about how they reached you. 

 � Pass Parameters  – Most browsers, including those on smartphones and tablets, pass a digital trail that 
can tell your automation system how the lead found you.

 � PURLs– Personal URLs are great at connecting offline advertising with your digital presence.

 � Visitor or Customer Surveys  – Sometimes, the best way to learn how your visitors discovered you is just 
to ask them. “How did you hear about us?” is a standard question in customer surveys because it’s critical 
to finding your most successful and relevant marketing channels.

Five Questions Your Attribution Analytics Should Answer

Looking past primary sources to find secondary and tertiary attributions is vital to successful omni-channel 
marketing, but what can it do specifically, and how much of a difference does it make to your bottom line?

� How do the marketing automation system’s models measure each channel’s performance? In single 
touch attribution data, that answer is straightforward because it puts all the weight on one step of the 
process. Single-touch models are great for getting an overview and remain a cornerstone of any analysis 
dashboard. Fractional attribution models are designed to give you a view that helps you understand the 
interrelationship between sales and marketing channels and optimizes your return on your omni-channel 
marketing investment.

� How does attribution describe the actual value of each marketing channel? Your automation system’s 
attribution marketing strategy alerts you to potential growth areas, identifies under-performing channels, 
and integrates your data for more effective campaigns in the future. With effective attribution models, you 
see where your leads originate, alerts you when problems occur, and provides actionable insight into how 
each channel relates to others; a key factor when deciding where to focus your attention.

� How can this attribution model make ROI more readily measurable? Tracking multi-channel contact 
by hand is impossibly complex, but automation technology is made for crunching big numbers and building 
a simple single view out of big data 
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� How will attribution reveal the interrelationship of channels? Attribution is a chain of events. Every 
move your prospects take to find you is a link in that chain, a buy signal to you that may remain hidden 
without attribution analytics. By seeing how one channel leads directly or indirectly to others, you develop 
insight into how each aspect of your omni-channel marketing campaign depends on others. By bumping 
up the volume on the most influential channels, you increase interest in the channels that depend on it. 

� How does attribution contribute to efficiency? The flip side of seeing how to bring more force to bear 
by amplifying key channels within your overall marketing strategy is knowing where you can dial back your 
efforts. You can have confidence in your decisions when you have a multi-touch analysis that identifies the 
channels that have little impact on customer acquisition.

Conclusion 

You may know who’s buying, but it’s only when you understanding every step of your customers’ journey will 
you truly know what’s making them buy. Furthermore allowing you to assign concrete, measurable values 
to your marketing activities. To achieve these key actionable insights into monitoring and analyzing your 
customers’ buying decisions, contact Reach Marketing about upgrading to marketing automation services for 
your business.

About Reach Marketing
Reach Marketing provides integrated solutions that fuse traditional marketing methods with leading-edge 
technological advances. This confluence of innovation and tradition gives clients unparalleled access to the 
data they need to shape more effective campaigns. Reach’s inter-disciplinary team brings together marketing 
specialists, software developers, IT experts, database marketers, analysts and SEO/SMO specialists in one 
powerful multi-channel marketing force.

The dedicated professionals on the Reach team have positioned the firm at the industry’s forefront and continue 
to look toward the future of marketing as it continues to evolve.
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